News Release - 19 September 2018, UK

IRESS announces integration between XPLAN and moneyinfo
Financial technology business IRESS today announces a new two-way integration between its market
leading financial advice software XPLAN and moneyinfo.
Moneyinfo is an aggregation software provider already used by a number of IRESS clients. Its software
delivers secure access to a clients’ entire financial life in one place.
The integration means there will be a single version of truth between moneyinfo and XPLAN with data keyed
into one system being available in the other, reducing errors and increasing ease of use.
The integration with moneyinfo is a further example of IRESS offering quality integrations with third-party
software to make it easier for XPLAN users to deliver a differentiated service. Recent XPLAN integrations
include video conferencing software and banking account verification.
Mark Loosmore, IRESS executive general manager (wealth), said: “Making the right functionality
available to our users, whether that’s directly through our products or through quality integrations, is critical.
We’re delighted to be able to offer our clients a comprehensive integration with another leading provider of
financial software of moneyinfo’s calibre. This is the first two-way integration between moneyinfo and a
software provider such as ourselves.
“We continue to expand our integration partnerships and we will be adding further integrations in the coming
weeks and months.”
Tessa Lee, managing director of moneyinfo, said: “We are pleased to announce our selection as an
integration partner with IRESS’ XPLAN. We have a number of IRESS accounts already live on moneyinfo
with our existing integration with its Adviser Office software solution. Extending this integration to include
XPLAN users is very important for us.
“This partnership is particularly exciting as it will include two-way integration allowing moneyinfo to get up to
date investment and plan valuations from, and deliver messages and documents back into, XPLAN to ensure
adviser firms can see a full audit trail of all correspondence.”
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About IRESS
IRESS designs, develops and delivers technology for the financial services industry. IRESS is listed on the Australian
Securities Exchange (IRE.ASX) with operations in Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, South Africa, Canada,
and Asia.
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